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This dossier was created by the Burger Collection on
the occasion of the seminar Showing Without Telling.
The dossier includes a text published November 25,
2011 and sent to the Burger Collection’s newsletter
recipients. It contains supporting information about
the seminar participants, including an abstract, a short
biography and where applicable their works in the
Burger Collection. Bibliographies of the participants
are available upon request.
Additional information about the seminar will be made
available online at www.quadrilogy.org in Spring 2012.
The Burger Collection (Quadrilogy) will be organizing a
symposium during Art HK 2012. After the
completion of Conflicting Tales in Berlin in 2009 the
Burger Collection now prepares its next set of
exhibitions and public programs in Hong Kong.
2011 © Burger Collection, the artists, the authors and
the photographers
Citations are only possible with the permission of
Burger Collection and the authors.
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A
A — About the Burger Collection
1 — Quadrilogy
Since 2005 the works of the Burger Collection have
been available for view online on the homepage
www.burgercollection.org. As of 2009, the Burger
Collection is realizing the multi-regional exhibition
and research project called Quadrilogy under the
curatorial leadership of Daniel Kurjaković.
(http://www.quadrilogy.org)
Overall, in the up-coming years, temporary exhibitions losely based on the aesthetic key ideas of subjectivity, narration, history, and language, will be held
in different locations around the world. This marks
a new phase in the Burger Collection, to the extent
that it turns to a broader public with a new curatorial
concept of its own. The Quadrilogy manifests itself in
different regions around the world, and in so doing
places the works in specific geo-cultural zones—
sometimes the works get re-introduced in their
original cultural context of production. Research
on-site, co-operations with educational institutions,
exhibition sites, and additional local and international
partners deepen the knowledge about the art works
in the collection and illuminate some of the transcultural dimensions and intricacies of contemporary
art. The Burger Collection hopes to generate some
new perspectives on both the existing and potential
functions a private collection within the contemporary art system.
Concept by Monique Burger and Daniel Kurjaković;
curated by Daniel Kurjaković (Zurich 2009).
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A
2 — Theory/Conversations
What is the state of the complex (mis) relationship
between art and discourse in contemporary debates?
To what extent are philosophical, theoretical, and
speculative discourses “exhibited” in artworks? How
can the relationship between artwork and discourse
be conceived beyond instrumentalization and illustration? Such questions mark the starting point of a
series of conversations that began in 2009 parallel to
Quadrilogy, the exhibition and research project of the
Burger Collection.
The first exhibition catalog Conflicting Tales included
conversations with several European art historians and theorists: Manuela Ammer (Vienna), Berni
Doessegger (Zurich), Michael Gnehm (Zurich), Catrin
Misselhorn (Tübingen), Stefan Neuner (Venice), Beate
Söntgen (Bochum), Frédéric Wecker (Paris), and
Giovanna Zapperi (Paris). Further published conversations include Jörg Heiser (Berlin), Manuel Cirauqui
(New York/Valencia), Jitish Kallat (Mumbai), Eva Kernbauer (Vienna), and Johan Pousette (Visby), Titus
Kaphar (New Haven).
Theory/Conversations is a series of conversations
and inquiries with artists, curators, critics, and academics from diverse fields. The topics progressively
develop as the Quadrilogy unfolds. The conversations are published online and in the catalogs of the
Burger Collection exhibitions.
www.quadrilogy.org/en/theory
Daniel Kurjaković
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B — Showing Without Telling
1 — An Alternative Approach to the Trans-Cultural System of Art?
The Burger Collection embarked on a new phase in its multi-regional exhibition project Quadrilogy. It
launched its own research with the first self-organized seminar “Showing Without Telling” about the transcultural dynamic in contemporary art. Participants included well-known artists BANI ABIDI (Karachi/Berlin),
DAMIEN ROACH (London), and BARTHELEMY TOGUO (Paris/Bandjoun), the critic and writer MANUEL CIRAUQUI (Valencia/New York) as well as the researchers ALEXANDRA CHANG (New York) and STEPHEN CHING-KIU
CHAN (Hong Kong).

The research was established as an extension
of the Theory/Conversations, published on the
Quadrilogy website and already partly in BC’s first
catalog Conflicting Tales: Subjectivity (Quadrilogy, Part 1), and consists of an on-going series of
seminars, lectures and workshops at various sites
in different regions of the world. The research
serves to deepen both the knowledge about the
artistic practices represented in the Burger Collection as well as giving a new twist to the discussion
of the much talked of but ambiguous terms ‘transcultural’, originally coined by Cuban writer Fernando Ortiz and revived mostly in the late 1980s in
the discourse about art.
Reaching beyond some of the neo-ethnic takes
on art from different regions in the 1990s, but
also questioning the more recent inclusion of art

in the agenda of geo-political discourse, “Showing
Without Telling”, which took place from September
15–19, 2011, explored how art is conceived of as
a specific form of communication between different art regions. It especially tried to convey a
complex sense of art that avoids bare applications
of information, journalism, or academic knowledge
production onto the shifting nature of aesthetic
experience. What is it that makes art a specific
form of showing without telling?
The seminar also addressed the role of the private collection within the system of contemporary art. The term ‘collection’ nowadays seems
to be mainly understood as an organization that
acquires, stores and lends works of art. But how
can a private collection expand such known tasks
and become more broadly enmeshed in the social
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fabric? What transformations are necessary for the
collection to eventually become a social medium
engaging with the concerns of civil society?
Numerous ideas were put forward during the seminar that would essentially remodel the customary facets of collecting. By expanding the notion
of collecting, the private collection maintains its
posture as the public-spirited “art patron”, but also
takes on a more operative and proactive standing
in the cultural sphere. Some examples of special
pursuits brought up were:
- tying various cultural forms such as visual arts,
literature, film and popular media to each other
subjecting them to cross-analysis (opting for an
integrationist view),
- furthering research about more localized cultural
concerns within their social environments and,
- acting as a cultural prime mover across the social
and aesthetic spectrum in specific sites.
The collection as social medium aims at different
levels of understanding by examining its reliable
public use. For example, public programs centered
on a collection’s holdings, a by now often-applied
feature of contemporary collection’s operations,
as a measure to establish public use is not entirely
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convincing. Therefore, what are the alternative
measures to be taken? Also, what operations have
to be necessarily taken into consideration in terms
of a constitution of an authentically public use of
a collection? Answering such questions ultimately
helps understand the potential—but also the limits—of private collections to engage with diverse
audiences as well as with the concerns of civil
society.
The seminar also served as a platform for the
trans-cultural conversation in artistic practice, one
of the key concerns of the Quadrilogy. To start,
this entails re-examining the existing description
of the Quadrilogy: “The Quadrilogy manifests itself
in different regions around the world, and in so
doing places the works in specific geo-cultural
zones—sometimes the works get re-introduced in
their original cultural context of production.” For
even though trans-cultural dialogue has a decisive
place in contemporary descriptions of global art,
its potential to enlighten the multi-regional condition of contemporary art seems underappreciated.
The seminar took into consideration the recent
global network of communication and exchange
that keeps influencing and altering the production and reception of contemporary art and gave

		 B
leeway for the interpretation of the concept of
trans-culturality, disputing its meaning, application,
relevance and use in the present-day art system.
The participants were able to calibrate definitions
of the trans-cultural object and to look at the
eventual mis-readings and misapplications of the
complex term, one that is often overshadowed by,
or even equated with, terms such as globalization,
internationalism, or multi-culturalism.
The seminar challenged contemporary notions
of trans-culturality, and came to a more secure
grasp of its properties and subtleties. One apparent problematic is how trans-culturality is dealt
with within the art field. Three co-ordinates were
charted as essential when mapping a discussion
around trans-culturality in artistic practice:
- applying sound historical frames,
- maintaining an integrationist approach to the
general cultural field and,
- conceptually focusing on art as communication
beyond extra-aesthetic explanation.  
As to the recently much-used term ‘research’: It
is understood as a medium to enhance exchange
and knowledge in real-time encounters and localized scenarios, to encourage a critical stance and
an attitude of intellectual curiosity backed up by
historical contextualization.  
Conception of seminar:
Daniel Kurjaković, curator / head of program of
the Burger Collection; in collaboration with Linda
Jensen, curatorial assistant, and Sandra Jeker,
research assistant. The seminar was held from
September 15-19, 2011, in Brissago / Switzerland.
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C — Seminar participants
1 — Bani Abidi
A News Free Life
Bani Abidi discusses the tribulations of being a Pakistani today. Not the political and social problems that
surround her, but the peril of the TV news ticker that
scrolls fast and furiously across world imagination
and ‘articulates’ not only events, but entire countries
and civilizations. What happens to knowledge production and gathering when current news becomes
the primary perpetrator of thought and curiosity?
Bani Abidi will talk about the aspect of local nuances
and narratives in her work, and how she and others
struggle to maintain an inner equilibrium despite an
aggressive preference for a certain kind of ‘explanatory’ and topically political art from an international
art world.
Bani Abidi
Berlin, July 26, 2011

Born in Karachi, Pakistan, and now working between New Delhi
and Karachi, artist Bani Abidi uses video and photography to
comment upon politics and culture, often through humorous and
absurd vignettes. Her works have been exhibited widely in solo
and group shows internationally. She currently lives in Berlin as a
fellow of DAAD Artists Residency in Berlin.
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Work in the Burger Collection

Bani Abidi
The Ghost of Mohammad Bin Qasim, 2006. Inkjet
prints on archival paper. 28 x 18.5cm (series of
9). Courtesy of Bani Abidi and Green Cardamom.
(Detail)
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C — Seminar participants
2 — Stephen Ching-kiu Chan
Performing Daily Life Through Contemporary
Museum Practices: Plus or Minus Culture
How do we face the challenge today of ‘post-Museum’ as a ‘utopian display institution’ (Chris Bruce)? As
we all know, that institution not only gets more
gigantic, multi-functional, and trans-cultural, but it
also triggers the re-invention of a metamorphic social space in which the visitor’s (consumerist) practices as well as subjectivity are at stake. Everywhere,
curatorial work gives way to this or that line of the
mega urban project. If the position of a critical visitor
to the displayed city is still possible, one must ask
how relevant, authentic and effective the changing
visitor experience can be, from the very perspective
of the daily realities they live in.
In Hong Kong today, ‘M+’ is a part of the 40-hectre
West Kowloon Cultural District (WKCD) mega-project
that promises to bring top-notch culture to the
metropolis, branded years ago as the World City of
Asia. M+ curator Lars Nittve, formerly of Tate Modern,
promises that the ‘plus’ to the project would extend
the conventional work of art and culture to visitor education and interactivity. With the WKCD site
still an empty spread of reclaimed land lying by the
spectacular Victoria Harbour, it appears that under
the city’s cultural policy the original Museum ‘proper’
would not be enough for us, and we want more in so
many years. Hence the plus?
In this talk, I shall start with the implication of all this
from the view point of the convenor of a civic alliance People’s Panel for West Kowloon, but turn to focus on a completely opposite approach and attempt
compared to the M+ imaginary: the Museum-minus
project.
Launched by a small group of local artists, academics and social activists the Museum-minus: the
Hong Kong Today Exhibits is a bottom-up cultural
project committed to transforming the museum
visitor experience, and transgressing the borders of
artistic contemplation and political action. It aims
to address social issues and challenge the culturalpolitical imagination of the public through curatorial
practices. Drawing on the innovation of the responsive and participatory museum, it stresses the need
for inter-subjective communication and opens up
through its museum practice a reflective pedagogic
space for questioning how hegemony functions in

Stephen Ching-kiu Chan is Professor of Cultural Studies and
Academic Dean of Arts at Lingnan University, Hong Kong. He also
coordinates the Kwan Fong Cultural Research & Development
Programme to promote cultural research, education, and policy.
Published internationally on Hong Kong culture, film, literature,
education and cultural studies, Chan’s current interest is in
cultural research and education, urban creativity, creative enterprise, intangible heritage, audience development and cultural
policy. He was a member of the Hong Kong Arts Development
Council, and Convenor of Heritage Watch and People’s Panel on
West Kowloon. Currently, he is Steering Committee chair of the
Consortium for Inter-Asia Cultural Studies Institutes, and a Board
member of the international Association for Cultural Studies representing the Asia constituency. Active in the civil society, he is a
founding member of The Professional Commons, an independent
policy think-tank, and a policy fellow of the Community Development Initiative. He is now a part-time member of the Central
Policy Unit of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region
Government.
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our culture. The project receives no front-end public
funding support, unlike the M+, but works to display
and question, at the community level, the social narratives available in the city. With a critical museum
pedagogy it organises its exhibits by merging politics
(the play of power in all its complexities) with culture
(design, interpretation and imagination) in an attempt to underline the specificity of culture with the
power relations that make it works, as these have
always been instituted in the everyday life of the
people.
The inaugural display in 2011 focuses on the theme
of real estate hegemony in Hong Kong. It puts to
play, through a curatorial space that mimics a model
flat for sale on the market, the effective work of
hegemonic forces dominating our lived social realities. By allowing the visitors to perform themselves
(as potential buyers of a demonstration flat) through
interacting with the curatorial space (and the guide
who plays the agent showing them the flat/show),
the museum-minus experience poses challenge to
the prevailing official social discourses, as well as
the hegemonic relationships that implicate their
own participation, consensus, and compliance in the
process. The display works by interactive performance, as it facilitates visitors to see how power works
side by side with populist aesthetics and consumerist pleasure. In performative acts they create their
own space in the museum minus design for critical
thinking and imagination. For the development of
educational materials on ‘Hong Kong Today’ in Liberal
Studies for local schools, the project also analyses
the various experiences for knowing the techniques
of interaction and communication in curatorial and
visitor practices. Just as our daily life is re-presented
here for critical performance and analysis (rather
than auratic admiration), the curatorial project moves
away from skepticism and alienation to approach a
cultural production of hope. For the minus project,
power is everywhere made visible, so that performing everyday life on the daily level becomes the very
field for critical engagement.
Stephen Ching-kiu Chan
Hong Kong, August 3, 2011
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C — Seminar participants
3 — Alexandra Chang
Global Art Flows: A Translocal Positionality
My paper looks at post-1990s Asian and Asian diasporic art, exploring transcultural flows of artistic
production and artists. In the developing discourse
of the field, with new global realities of artists living
and working in a space of transculturality, diaspora
has come to be less affiliated with, as [James] Clifford writes, “roots in a specific place and desire for
return as around an ability to recreate a culture in
diverse locations,” and instead of being characterized by a teleology of “return,” “these histories of
displacement fall into a category of quasi diasporas,
showing only some diasporic feature or moments.
I will investigate international artists and artistic
production as they relate to theories of globalism.
Examples will be drawn from a range of post-90s artists and collectives including Tomokazu Matsuyama,
Godzilla, The New Grand Tour, and Tomato Grey. The
paper explores ideas of diaspora, transculturality,
hybridity, localism, and cosmopolitanism. I will look at
how the notion of “intervisuality” inherent in the art
of these diasporic artists, who live and work in urban
centers enmeshed in a cosmopolitan intermix of cultural signifiers, empowers agency within their works.
Alexandra Chang
New York, August 3, 2011

Alexandra Chang is the Director of Public Programs & Research
Manager at A/P/A Institute at NYU and is an arts scholar, filmmaker and independent curator. She is also the Co-Director of the
2012 NEH Summer Institute “Re-envisioning American Art History:
Asian American Art, Research and Teaching” at NYU. She is the
author of Envisioning Diaspora: Asian American Visual Art Collectives from Godzilla, Godzookie, to the Barnstormers (Timezone
8 Art Books, Beijing, China, 2008 and publishing partner A/P/A
Institute at NYU). She conducted the oral histories on Godzilla:
Asian American Art Network for the Art Spaces Archives Project
(http://www.as-ap.org/). Recently she curated the exhibitions:
“Art, Archives and Activism: Martin Wong’s Downtown Crossings”
at NYU’s A/P/A Institute (2009) and “Happy Together: Asian and
Asian American Art from the Collection” at the Bronx Museum for
the Arts (2010-2011). She is a member of the organizing committee for “The Drop: Urban Art Infill” art festival in multiple indoor
and outdoor sites in Chelsea and co-curator of the festival’s
special exhibition “2012+” in 2009. She is the co-organizer of the
Diasporic Asian Art Network and on the executive committee of
the International Network for Diasporic Asian Art Research. She
has served as the Managing Editor for Art Asia Pacific magazine
and Features Editor for amNewYork. As a filmmaker and writer,
she has conducted over 100 hours of artist interviews. She holds
a Master’s from the NYU John W. Draper Interdisciplinary Master’s
program in Humanities and Social Thought with a concentration
in Asian American Art History.
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C — Seminar participants
4 — Manuel Cirauqui
Reversion of the Local: Translation &
Transmission
This presentation will confront transculturalism with
the idea of the local, assessing some symptomatic
facts in the realms of contemporary art & literature
and their ‘geocultural’ meaning. The convergence of
two angles—translation and transmission—will thus
be articulated regarding the circulation of different
forms of writing and performance.
The first module of the presentation will take on
some famous and infamous cases of translation in
the late XXth century, from Jorge Luis Borges’ essay
on ‘The translators of the Arabian Nights’ to dubbing practices in crepuscular underground Kung-Fu
cinema.
The second module will address the topic of transmission through free radio broadcasting theory, and
more specifically through Tetsuo Kogawa’s notions
of ‘narrowcasting’ and the ‘translocal’. This confrontation will hopefully open a debate on the following
questions: How is transculturalism reverted on the
local sphere, and vice versa? How does this articulation work as a ‘mode of subjectivation’?
Manuel Cirauqui
Valencia, July 25, 2011

Manuel Cirauqui is a writer and independent curator based in
New York and Valencia (Spain). He has lectured at numerous universities and contemporary art venues including the University
of British Columbia (Vancouver), Aalto University for Art and Design (Helsinki), Université de Rennes 2 and Universidad del País
Vasco (Bilbao). He has also conducted various editorial projects
in collaboration with artists, and his texts have appeared in publications and magazines such as Frieze, Lápiz, Kaleidoscope and
20/27 among others. His most recent curatorial projects include:
Jota Izquierdo: Region 4 (Cable Factory, Helsinki, 2011), Agusti
Centelles: Photographic Journal of War and Exile (Hotel de Sully,
Jeu de Paume, Paris, 2009), Jordi Colomer: Fuegogratis (Jeu de
Paume, Paris, 2008), and La Forme Théorie (LAIT, Albi, France,
2008).
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C — Seminar participants
5 — Damien Roach
Deep Pan-Global: Pizza, Multitudinous Influence,
Mutation, and Trans-cultural Exchange
In my contribution to the seminar, I will begin by
looking at ideas that travel well. To clarify, let’s say
those that are somehow able to cross geographic,
or rather, cultural borders with ease, flowing lossless like viruses. These kinds of ideas that enter
freely and unbroken into the bloodflow of a cultural economy are the focus—moving from place
to place in wild and promiscuous oscillations. As a
platform for this train of thought, I ask why is it that
the ancient and enduring dish, pizza, for example,
is able to take on multitudinous influence from local
cuisine internationally, and yet still remain very much
itself—never becoming transformed into another,
new culinary entity altogether? What are some of the
characteristics that make this ease of flexibility or
accent-shifting possible? Is there anything here that
can be applied to or will be useful in the development of thinking we are working towards in relation
to artistic and curatorial practice?
Furthermore, if we are to think of the trans-cultural
exchange as a kind of series of slight mutations or
adaptations from some foundational DNA or DNAs,
what then is the difference in considering these
movements as generative, ‘productive’ and diversifying operations, or as fuelled by an entropic, ‘destructive’ homogenising drive?
Damien Roach
London, July 25, 2011

Damien Roach is an artist and lecturer currently based in London, who has been working on manifold projects internationally for a number of years. Roach’s work is like a do-it-yourself
kit for rewiring the human brain, where it is not the (ordinary)
materials he works with that are transformed, but rather the
way we see the world around us. (1) The found object becomes
an artefact which functions as the materialised end-product of
certain world views, as a symbol of understanding and interpretation of the past and future. (2) A multiplicity of sources funnels
into situations best described as ‘constellations of possibility’,
a firmament of incessant creative arbitrage. (3) Each exhibition
space is posited as a sensory adventure, where artfulness is
intended to trigger new horizons of meaning. (4)
Sentences loosely connected from texts by: Skye Sherwin, 2008
(1), Melanie Bono, 2007 (2), Martin Holman, 2007 (3), Francesco
Pedraglio and Caterina Riva, 2008 (4).
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Work in the Burger Collection

Damien Roach, Chapter 7; Self and the Common World, 2008. Typewriter on paper, framed behind glass. 92,5
x 136,2 cm. Courtesy of Damien Roach and Galerie Sies + Höke.

Damien Roach, Untitled (cube), 2008. Software,
wood, aluminium plated. 100 x 60 x 60 cm.
Courtesy of Damien Roach and Galerie Sies + Höke.
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C — Seminar participants
6 — Barthélémy Toguo
Bandjoun Station: Culture and Creativity as
Vectors of Development
Aware of the double dilemma of being on the one
hand unable to protect Africa’s classical and contemporary artistic heritage, and yet keen to undertake an ambitious cultural project, I decided to use
most of the money I have I earned through my work
as an artist to set up “Bandjoun Station”, a nonprofit-making project of entirely personal inspiration
in terms of concept, construction, production and
implementation.
We Africans do not have the ‘luxury’ of surrender,
of whining and waiting, in spite of the enormous
number of obstacles encountered by Africa and her
diaspora. It is essential that we find OUR OWN solutions in all areas, whether agriculture, healthcare,
economy, culture, politics, education or sport. In
order to do that our African countries must set up
a large number of vibrant and innovative structures
in order to stimulate creativity and the desire for
culture, as well as to develop the practical side and
bring projects to fruition.
Bandjoun Station is situated on the high plateaux of
Western Cameroon, 3 km from the town of Bafoussam, 300 km from Douala and Yaoundé. Bandjoun
Station is first and foremost a creative workshop
where I wish to gather fellow artists. Accommodation
in Bandjoun Station House will be possible for some
of them who will create/produce on the premises
and participate in the in situ creation of exceptional
works and monumental pieces that require a lot of
space for their realization.
All our guests will be able to work on their own
projects, appropriate to the human and natural context of the site, and to propose activities and events,
whether in the local region, further afield in
Cameroon, or abroad.
Barthélémy Toguo
Bandjoun, August 5, 2011

Barthélémy Toguo, born in 1967 in Cameroon, lives and works
today in Paris and Bandjoun, Cameroon. He began his studies at
the Abidjan School of Fine Arts, Côte d’Ivoire. His artistic apprenticeship at first involved his fashioning copies of classic European sculptures, until he took part in a workshop in 1992 devoted
to woodcarving, an event that enabled him to radically modify
his approach. He decided then to continue his studies in France
in order to experience a different type of instruction and enjoy
greater liberty in his personal creative research. He took classes
at Grenoble’s Graduate School of Art and later enrolled in Klaus
Rinke’s studio at the Kunstakademie in Düsseldorf.
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Work in the Burger Collection
1

2

3

Barthélémy Toguo
1 — A Valentine Shitty Day, 2003. Watercolor
in paper. 28 x 38 cm. Courtesy of Barthélémy
Toguo and Grace Alexander Gallery.
2 — An Elephant’s Condom, 2003. Watercolor in paper. 28 x 38 cm. Courtesy of Barthélémy Toguo and Grace Alexander Gallery.
3 — A 10 Second Sexual Coitus, 2003.
Watercolor in paper. 28 x 38 cm. Courtesy
of Barthélémy Toguo and Grace Alexander
Gallery.
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